PURCHASE AN OTC ENCORE OR EVOLVE DIAGNOSTIC TOOL (“QUALIFYING PURCHASE”) AND BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A REBATE CARD.

**OTC ENCORE**
Fastest from code-to-fix
- OE-level Domestic / Asian / European Coverage
- 30 million on-tool fixes, maintenance tests and symptom assist
- Direct link to Identifix® and other repair forums
- Industry-leading light-duty diesel coverage
- 7" touch screen

*Made in USA with globally sourced components. Lifetime warranty applies only to tool hardware as long as owner maintains an active diagnostics subscription. Details at otctools.com.*

**OTC EVOLVE**
All features of the OTC Encore plus
- **Full system, full color wiring diagrams for vehicles 1985 and newer**
- Wireless, J2534 compliant VCI
- Dual-band Wi-Fi for secure connections to shop WiFi and wireless VCI
- Front and rear-facing camera
- 10.4" hi-res touch screen

*Made in USA with globally sourced components. Lifetime warranty applies only to tool hardware as long as owner maintains an active diagnostics subscription. Details at otctools.com.*

---

**TO REDEEM:**
- Visit www.boschrebates.com to participate
- Purchase an OTC Encore or OTC Evolve diagnostic scan tool during the Promotion Period
- Must be redeemed with all required information on or before June 30, 2019
- Information required when applying for rebate: OTC Encore or OTC Evolve diagnostic scan tool serial number for unit purchased during Promotion Period

Proof of purchase and/or serial number will be required when registering for promotion. Valid for purchases made by qualifying end-users on eligible products during the Promotional Period. Promotion is not valid with any other promotions offered by Bosch Automotive Service Solutions Inc. Valid in US and Canada only. This promotion is void where prohibited, taxed or restricted. Allow four to six weeks after redemption for delivery of rebate card. Terms and conditions apply. For full terms and conditions, visit boschrebates.com. Bosch reserves the right to alter or cancel this promotion at any time.

* Made in USA with globally sourced components. Lifetime warranty applies only to tool hardware as long as owner maintains an active diagnostics subscription. Details at otctools.com.